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BOOK REVIEWS 
Flows in  Networks .  By L. l~.. FORD A~D D. R. FULKm~SON. Pr inceton Univ. 
Press, I962. 210 pp. $6.00. 
This book treats a subclass of l inear programming problems in which the inte- 
gral data in the problem implies the existence of an integral solution. Surprisingly, 
many practical  problems, such as problems in t ransportat ion and communication 
networks, as well as problems in combinatorial  analysis, belong to this class. 
Due to the special structure in these problems, methods more efficient than the 
simplex method may be used to obtain the solutions. The authors are the main 
contr ibutors in this field; it is no wonder that  this book is clearly written. 
This book consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 presents fundamental  notions 
and gives a constructive proof of the max. flow rain. cut theorem. Chapter  2 
treats feasibil ity problems uch as the supply-delnand theorem of Gale, the circu- 
lat ion theorem of ttoffman; also many results in combinatorial  mathematics and 
in graph theory are recast as flows in networks. Chapter 3 deals with the subiect 
of gett ing minimal cost flow in a network. Solne of the topics are the Hitchcock 
t ransportat ion problem, the optimal assignment problem, the shortest path  
problem, the maximal dynamic flow, applications to PERT networks, and mini- 
mal cost circulation. Chapter 4 treats mult i terminal  network flows. In the lan- 
guage of electrical engineers, the model is a communication network which relays 
messages for one pair of nodes at one time. Problems of analysis, synthesis, and 
real izabi l i ty are treated. No t reatment  of simultaneous flows is given because 
there are, so far, only two correct papers published. But, for those who want to 
do research work in simultaneous flows, this book is indispensable. 
In conclusion, this book is the most complete book wr i t ten on network flow 
theory and will remain a standard reference in the future. 
T. C. Hu 
IBM Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, New York 
Recent  Sov ie t  Cont r ibut ions  to  Mathemat ics ,  JOSEPE P. LA SALLE 
A~D SOLOMON L~FSC~E~Z, eds., Macmillan, New York, 1962. 324 pp. $8.75. 
This volatile, co-authored by many individuals, contains a Part  devoted to 
Probabi l i ty,  Statistics and Informat ion Theory. The work performed in these 
fields in. the U.S.R.R. since 1954 is described by E. Lukacs, R. Fortet ,  J. Neveu, 
and E. Mourier. Over 250 references are mentioned, and this reviewer's first reac- 
t ion was to doubt that  the few pages of text could provide more than a dry index 
to the long Bibliographies. I was too pessimistic: the text proved to be a very 
useful guide in several searches that  I had recently to make, and I risk myself to 
guess that  it may be equally useful to others. However-- i f  " reading"  such a book 
implies following up all the references to see how thoroughly the lob has been 
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done-- I  obviously did not read it. As to the surveyors, they presumably did read 
all the references-- including those in the Proceedings of the Uzbek Academy; but 
they did not measure up to the task of tracing the 1846 volume of the Proceedings 
of the Imperial  Academy of Saint Petersburg; shame on the New York Public 
Library! 
BENOIT ~/~ANDELBROT, Book Review Editor 
Harvard University, Cambridge 38, Mass. 
Cod ing  Theorems of In fo rmat ion  Theory .  By J. WOLFOWITZ. Ergebnisse 
der Mathemat ik  und ihrer Grenzgebiete. N.F., Heft 31. Springer-Verlag, Berlin- 
GStt ingen-Heidelberg; Prentice-Hall ,  Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,  1961. ix + 125 pp. 
$9.35. 
Fair ly recently, two jo int  authors made a dist inction between " information 
theory in the str ict sense" and " informat ion theory in the wide sense." In the 
first category they included that  body of research which has its direct origins in 
the 1947-8 paper of C. E. Shannon. I do not recall precisely their  definition of the 
second category; presumably it consisted of the complement of the first in what-  
ever the reader chooses to embrace within the germ " informat ion theory,"  un- 
qualified. The book under review lends itself admirably, and in the reviewer's 
opinion, commendably to this classification scheme; it is str ict ly str ict sense 
information theory. 
This book has been wr i t ten (to quote the preface) to provide, for mathe- 
maticians of some matur i ty ,  an easy introduction to the ideas and principal known 
theorems of a certain body of coding theory. The first comment to be made is 
that  the word " in t roduct ion"  is overly modest; a reader who absorbs the full 
content of each of the 124 pages will be in possession of at least 70% say of the 
known results on coding theorems. Second, the requirement of mathematical  
matur i ty  should by no means be misunderstood to mean a very extensive knowl- 
ege of a nmnber  of mathematical  disciplines. A reader capable of working through 
a rigorous course in advanced calculus, say, will need only a modest knowlege of 
e lementary probabi l i ty  theory in order to read most of the book and comprehend 
all of its essential ideas. He may, of course, feel that  what he is reading is not quite 
an easy introduct ion; however, his persistance will quickly bring substantial  re- 
wards. Let us now examine the contents in some detail. 
Chapter  I contains a succinct but  adequate heuristic introduct ion to the discrete 
memoryless channel. Chapter  2 (Combinatorial  Preliminaries) discusses the prop- 
erties of generated sequences, which were introduced by the author several years 
ago, and which play a leading role in many of the proofs. The results presented 
are polished versions of basic facts which have been used previously in the author 's  
publications. Standard properties of the entropy function arc also presented. 
Chapter  3 discusses the discrete memoryless channel. The coding theorem and 
strong converse are proved, as well as a sharper form of the converse for the 
binary symmetric hannel. Also included in this chapter is the finite state channel, 
but defined somewhat differently from what the reviewer had considered cus- 
tomary. In the author 's  definition, to each state of the channel there corresponds 
a channel probabi l i ty  funct ion (cpf) and the state of the system, at any instant ,  
